Introduction
The results of randomized clinical trials (RCTs) and real-life reports, with special reference to national registries, have clarified many of the aspects of biologic diseasemodifying anti-rheumatic drugs (bDMARD) in patients with inflammatory rheumatic disorders, including the mechanism of action, efficacy and safety, availability of response predictors, and possibility of optimizing their use in single patients. 1 However, some biologic-related issues that may influence therapeutic choice are often disregarded, or still need to be fully addressed, by clinicians; these include the immunogenicity, suspicion and management of infections, anti-tumor necrosis factor submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Niccoli et al (TNF)-related lupus-like syndrome (LLS), skeletal effects of biologics, relationship between periodontal disease (PD) and rheumatoid arthritis (RA), and effects of biologics on both fertility and sexuality. Indeed, rheumatologists are very careful in evaluating the disease activity and clinical course of RA, but an overshadowing of several features for a complete patient management frequently occurs. By contrast, the abovementioned topics may play a pivotal role for the best outcome, not only in terms of articular response but also for the improvement of the overall quality of care and the prevention of complications.
With these considerations in mind, the present article was intended to formulate practical indications on the impact of immunogenicity, infections, and LLS; effects of biologics on the skeleton; role of coexisting PD in patients with RA; and influence of RA and related therapies on fertility and sexuality.
Methods
As previously reported, 1 a multidisciplinary expert panel on behalf of the Italian board for the TAilored BIOlogic therapy (ITABIO) reviewed the literature on the existing evidence on the immunogenicity of biologics, suspicion and management of infections, LLS, biologic skeletal effects, association of RA with PD and its impact on both disorders and on biologic therapy, impairment of fertility and sexual sphere, and effects of biologics. Taking in account the emerging evidence on these topics, appropriate statements useful to therapy tailoring were formulated.
Literature search
The literature review was conducted by using the PubMed database to identify English-language articles related to the abovementioned topics. Data were extracted from RCTs, national registries of biologics, national health care databases, and post-marketing surveys. When these source data were not available for specific topics, the evidence was retrieved from open-label studies on variable sample-size clinical series.
The following drugs were investigated: infliximab (IFX), etanercept (ETN), adalimumab (ADA), golimumab (GOL), certolizumab pegol (CZP), tocilizumab (TCZ), abatacept (ABA), and rituximab (RTX). The research was conducted by crossing each drug name with the following key terms: RA, early RA (ERA), efficacy, safety, immunogenicity, anti-drug antibody, infection, opportunistic infection, tuberculosis, osteoporosis, bone mass, skeletal manifestations, periodontal disease, periodontitis, fertility, and sexuality.
The literature review was extended to literature published up to April 30, 2018 .
Mechanism of immunogenicity and fallout on clinical practice
It has long been recognized that biologics used for treatment of RA can give rise to the development of antibodies targeting the respective biodrug, designated as "antidrug antibodies" (ADAbs). [2] [3] [4] ADAb induction is commonly a polyclonal response, resulting in the formation of antibodies that may differ widely in terms of serum titer, antigenic affinity, and biologic actions. Accordingly, immunogenic responses against biologics give rise to pools of antibodies that comprise different subtypes (commonly, immunoglobulin M [IgM] and IgG, but, in a minority of cases, IgE as well) and isotypes (eg, IgG 1 , IgG 2 , IgG 3 ), targeting different epitopes of the same biodrug and displaying different binding patterns. 2 Based on the targeted epitopes and their intrinsic biological properties, ADAbs are currently classified as non-neutralizing and neutralizing antibodies. The former, usually comprising IgM, IgG, and IgE, bind epitopes located in molecular domains of the biodrug that are not critical for the interaction with its molecular target, which usually accelerates the biodrug clearance (clearing antibodies), enhances the bioavailability (sustaining antibodies), or elicits hypersensitivity adverse reactions. 5, 6 By contrast, neutralizing antibodies (usually IgG) bind epitopes that are critical for the interaction of the biodrug with its molecular target, thereby impairing its therapeutic efficacy, or eliciting adverse reactions through suppression of the biological actions of an endogenous mediator. Furthermore, similarly as non-neutralizing ADAbs, neutralizing ADAbs may affect the biodrug pharmacokinetic profile, mainly preventing its absorption from the injection site, and/or can elicit hypersensitivity reactions. In addition, as compared to neutralizing ADAbs, non-neutralizing ADAbs are usually characterized by higher titer, early induction, and prolonged persistence throughout the treatment period. 5, 6 The immune-pathogenesis of ADAbs relies basically on two main mechanisms. Most commonly, the biodrug is processed by antigen-presenting cells with subsequent presentation of its antigenic moieties to competent T lymphocytes, which undergo activation and in turn activate B lymphocytes, followed by clonal expansion and differentiation into plasma cells, which initiate ADAb production. The second mechanism, which is T-cell-independent, occurs usually when a number of biodrug molecules cluster to form macromolecular aggregates that behave as polyvalent 
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Biologic personalization in RA antigenic structures. Such aggregates have the potential of promoting B-cell-receptor clustering on the membrane surface of B lymphocytes, thus stimulating their direct activation, which is followed by clonal expansion, differentiation into plasma cells, and initiation of ADAb production. 7 In some instances, the immunogenic response triggered by the biodrug amplifies (epitope spreading) with a first phase of ADAb production through the abovementioned clustering mechanism and a second phase where ADAb-biodrug complexes are taken up by naïve B lymphocytes which then behave as antigen-presenting cells to process the biodrug and present its antigenic moieties to competent T lymphocytes; this results in the production of more potent ADAbs targeted against different epitopes than those that were involved in the first phase. 5, 8 In patients developing ADAbs by the mechanism of direct B-cell activation, the possible presence of biologic impurities -in combination with the disease-related inflammatory background -can behave as danger signals, leading to the stimulation of toll-like receptors (TLRs); this is followed by a further amplification of activated B lymphocytes and results in a switch from low-affinity IgM to high-affinity IgG ADAbs, with a consequent increased risk of detrimental clinical consequences.
5,9
ADAb titration
Several attempts have been made to set up assay methods suitable for testing both the presence and titer of ADAbs as well as to follow-up their variations over the time in the sera of patients. Ideally, to fulfill the purpose of generating clinically useful results, laboratory methods for the assessment of ADAbs should be suitable for selectively detecting antibodies of any isotype that may develop against the different epitopes of the biodrug, and they should be sensitive enough for detecting both low-and high-affinity ADAbs. 4 Unfortunately, ADAb titration assays have yielded highly variable results to such an extent that the actual significance of ADAb testing in clinical practice remains a matter of debate. This extreme variability depends largely on severe methodological limitations affecting the available assays, as extensively discussed in previous reviews. 3, 4, 10 Thus, given the unique technical features and peculiar drawbacks of each assay method, comparative analyses of immunogenicity results obtained by means of different methods are inappropriate, likely to lead to biased conclusions, and should therefore be avoided. 4 This statement is reinforced by the wide percentages of ADAb positivity associated with each biodrug, ranging from 0% to 83% for IFX, 0% to 54% for ADA, 3% to 37% for CZP, 0% to 19% for GLM, and 0% to 13% for ETN. 11 At least five additional major factors can account for the heterogeneity of results on ADAb assessments, and these include: 1) sampling procedures (sampling time and sample handling); 2) patients' characteristics in terms of intrinsic propensity to develop immunogenic responses; RA disease activity and/or duration; and presence of comorbidities; 3) intrinsic biodrug molecular properties as well as product composition and formulation, including different immunogenic molecular domains, presence of murine moieties, different glycosylation patterns, and presence of impurities or aggregates in the formulation; 4) differences in administration routes and treatment regimens, with greater immunogenicity promotion by subcutaneous administration and intermittent treatment; and 5) combination therapy with methotrexate (MTX), although not completely explained, reduces the immunogenicity of anti-TNFs. 2, [12] [13] [14] However, in the real-life world, approximately 30% of RA patients receive anti-TNF monotherapy, 1 and, at least in part, the lower retention rate of these biologics, as observed with such a therapeutic regimen, is related to ADAbs.
immunogenicity of individual biologics
Focusing on the immunogenicity of anti-TNFs, ADAbs can target their Fab or Fc fragment. With specific regard for IFX, ADA, GOL, and CZP, the majority of ADAbs target their Fab fragment and are endowed with neutralizing activity. Such a pattern of immunogenic response likely results from antiidiotype reactions, and this may explain why the development of humanized therapeutic antibodies has decreased -although not suppressed -the risk of ADAb induction. ADAbs targeting the Fc fragment (particularly, the hinge region) do not exert neutralizing activity, but can significantly decrease their circulating levels by enhancing the biodrug pharmacokinetic clearance. On the other hand, receptor fusion proteins, such as ETN or ABA, can promote the induction of ADAbs directed against the receptor moiety (mainly exerting neutralizing activity) or the antibody Fc fragment (mainly, the hinge region). However, current evidence on ETN suggests only the development of non-neutralizing ADAbs. 6, 13, 14 According to three systematic reviews, [14] [15] [16] the majority of clinical studies agree on at least three points of evidence: serum ADAb positivity appears to be a risk factor for a loss of therapeutic efficacy; the development of ADAbs increases the risk of immune adverse reactions, which include infusion reactions, injection-site reactions, and, more occasionally, serum sickness and Arthus reactions; and concomitant 
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Niccoli et al treatment with MTX or azathioprine appears to decrease the risk of ADAb formation against anti-TNFs. Several authors have indeed reported that ADAbs can be responsible for decrease in biodrug concentration, leading to secondary treatment failure, [14] [15] [16] and similar data have been yielded by real-world clinical practice non-interventional studies. 17 With regard to non-anti-TNF-targeted biologics, the risk of ADAb development seems consistently reduced. In a recent review, ADAb positivity was recorded in 1.5% of RA patients receiving intravenous or subcutaneous TCZ, with no differences between TCZ monotherapy or combination therapy with conventional synthetic DMARDs. 18 Similar results have been achieved in studies on RA patients that were designed specifically to correlate serum ADAb titers and TCZ levels with disease activity. 19, 20 Likewise, low ADAb positivity percentages have been reported with ABA (2%-20%) and RTX (0%-21%).
11
Infection suspicion and diagnosis in patients taking biologics
RA itself is associated with an increased in the risk of infections, 21 and the risk is increased in patients with severe disease requiring biologics, especially anti-TNFs. 22 Anti-TNFs increase the risk of infection by different mechanisms: 1) impairment of the maintenance of granulomas, 23, 24 leading to increased risk of new tuberculosis infection, reactivation of latent tuberculosis, 25 and other granulomatous infections, such as Histoplasma capsulatum 26 and 2) impairment of phagosome formation and clearance of intracellular pathogens; 24 biologic-induced neutropenia predisposing to infections such as Candida or Aspergillus, 27 or interference with immune response against viral infections and consequent enhanced complications in patients infected with hepatitis B virus (HBV) 28 or varicella zoster virus (VZV). 29, 30 However, more frequently, the serious infections associated with biologics are bloodstream infections, septic arthritis, osteomyelitis, pneumonia, urinary tract infections with urosepsis and pyelonephritis, soft-tissue cellulitis, gastroenteritis, and intra-abdominal infections. The risk of serious infections is highest in the first 6 months of biologic treatment, plateauing off by 24-36 months. 31 The results of most analyses show that, among anti-TNFs, IFX is associated with a higher risk of serious infections than ETN. Concerning the non-anti-TNF-targeted biologics, the results of the headto-head RCT of ADA and ABA (AMPLE study) showed a comparable occurrence of infections in the two treatment arms. 32 However, it should be noted that patients treated in real-world practice differ from those, highly selected subjects enrolled in RCTs, 33, 34 and data from registries and observational studies demonstrated a low or absent infection risk in patients receiving non-anti-TNF-targeted biologics, including TCZ, ABA, and RTX. 35 Clinical presentation and diagnostic approach to severe infections Table 1 reports the clinical presentation and the major diagnostic approaches useful to diagnose severe infections in patients treated with biologics. Herein, we describe mainly the bloodstream infection, which is a life-threatening condition that arises when the body's response to infection injures its own tissues. 1, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] There may be symptoms related to a specific infection, such as a cough with pneumonia or painful urination with a kidney infection. In people with a weakened immune system and in the very young or old people, there may be no symptoms of a specific infection and the body temperature may be low or normal. Severe sepsis causes poor organ function or insufficient blood flow, leading to low blood pressure, high blood lactate, or low urine output and, finally, septic shock.
Furthermore, a small but significant risk of serious opportunistic infection is associated with anti-TNF-α therapies. 30 Opportunistic infection is defined as a usually serious and progressive infection by an organism that, under normal circumstances, possesses little or no pathologic capabilities. However, predisposing factors such as underlying disease or medical treatment can reduce the patient's immune response, permitting the organism to cause an infectious disease. 21 Beyond the role of biologics, in patients with RA, several adjunctive risks may lead to decreased innate immune function and increased risk of opportunistic infections, such as aging, diabetes, alcoholism, concomitant immunosuppressive therapies, malnutrition, and micronutrient deficiency. 21, 30, 39, 41 Among those considered as opportunistic infections, we should consider bacterial, fungal, viral, and parasitic infections. 30 When possible, patients should be adequately vaccinated and closely monitored for early signs of infection. 
Anti-TNF and LLS
Since the introduction of anti-TNF therapy, there have been reports on autoantibody production and of lupus-like manifestations associated with these therapies. [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] The appearance of antinuclear antibodies (ANA) during anti-TNF treatment has been described in the initial IFX trials and also confirmed after exposure to other anti-TNF drugs 
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Biologic personalization in RA such as ETN and ADA. [43] [44] [45] The development of ANA or increase of ANA titer in previously positive patients when on anti-TNFs has been reported in percentages ranging from 20% up to 70%. In addition, the appearance of anti-doublestrand DNA (anti-dsDNA) antibodies and anticardiolipin antibodies (usually IgM) has been reported.
Drug-induced lupus erythematosus (DILE) has long been recognized as a condition associated with a number of different medications, 45 but anti-TNF-induced-LLS has specific clinical and serological characteristics and differs from the classical DILE in many aspects. [46] [47] [48] [49] The true incidence of LLS is difficult to be established but it appears low, being reported in 0.18%-0.41% of patients treated with different anti-TNFs. [46] [47] [48] [49] The mean latency until the first manifestation is in the range from 2 to 40 weeks and the female:male ratio is 5:1. LLS has been reported in anti-TNF-treated patients with RA, psoriatic arthritis, and inflammatory bowel disease. 46 The clinical picture of LLS is characterized by fever and constitutional symptoms (70%), high frequency of cutaneous manifestations (malar rash, discoid rash in up to 70%), arthritis (50%), myalgias (50%), and serositis (18%), whereas the renal system and CNS are affected more rarely (,10% of patients). 48, 49 Serologically, LLS is characterized by the positivity of anti-dsDNA antibodies and lower positivity of anti-histone antibodies (50%) and hypo-complementemia (60%). [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] In the majority of cases, LLS resolves with anti-TNF withdrawal; however, up to 40% of patients require corticosteroids and a smaller percentage (approximately 10%) require immunosuppressive therapy. 47 
Potential mechanisms for LLS development
TNF plays a double role in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). Some studies, in fact, have shown an increased expression of TNF in kidney biopsies and in skin of patients with SLE, thus suggesting a possible pathogenic role of this cytokine.
Indeed, there are data in the literature showing a positive effect of short-duration anti-TNF therapy in the treatment of class V glomerulonephritis and joint involvement in SLE. No major side effects have been reported and there were no disease flares, although a transient increase of anti-dsDNA antibodies titers and anticardiolipin antibodies has been described in these patients during therapy. 52, 53 However, in animal models, a reduction of TNF predisposes to autoimmunity and antibody development. This might be due to the suppression of Th1 cytokines and a subsequent increase of Th2 cytokines, leading to increased autoantibodies production. Alternatively, the reduction of TNF may interfere with apoptosis thereby leading to a reduced clearance of nuclear antigens, consequently leading again to increased antibody production. 54 is ANA assessment to be recommended prior to anti-TNF therapy initiation?
No data in the literature thus far suggest that ANA positivity prior to therapy initiation has a prognostic role for LLS development, and there are no data supporting the need for antibody testing at baseline. 54, 55 However, it has been hypothesized that patients developing LLS may have a latent or subclinical form of SLE and, therefore, a careful history aimed at assessing the clinical manifestations is suggested.
Biologic agents and skeletal effects in RA
Systemic osteoporosis (OP) and increased fracture rates are well-known comorbidities in RA. 56, 57 Improved knowledge of the immune/inflammatory pathways which characterize the pathophysiology of RA provided the link between inflammation and bone loss via a complex network of bone cells; T and B cells; proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, IL-17, and IL 23; co-stimulator molecules; signaling pathways, including both the RANK ligands -RANK and osteoprogeterin (RANKL/RANK/OPG); and Wnt inhibitor dickkopf-1 Wnt (DKK-1) signaling. [58] [59] [60] As a consequence, it has been postulated that the novel targeted biologic therapies, which are characterized by powerful anti-inflammatory activity, would reduce both systemic bone loss and fracture incidence. 58, 61, 62 Several cross-sectional and prospective studies evaluated the effect of biologics on bone mineral density (BMD) and/or bone turnover markers (BTMs) in RA with conflicting results. Most of these studies have been conducted with anti-TNFs, whereas there are very few studies with non-anti-TNFtargeted TCZ, RTX, and ABA.
Anti-TNFs and bone mass
TNF-α plays a central role in the physiopathology of bone loss by decreasing osteoblast activity and survival and increasing osteoclast differentiation, recruitment, and activity. [58] [59] [60] Consequently, these findings suggest a beneficial effect of anti-TNFs also in preventing systemic bone loss.
Krieckaert et al 63 documented that ADA treatment over 4 years arrested bone loss in the lumbar spine in 184 patients with severe RA, whereas hip BMD continued to decrease.
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Niccoli et al A study evaluating the effect of synthetic DMARDs and biologics on systemic bone loss in RA patients who were followed for 10 years showed that a more aggressive strategy, including anti-TNFs, was effective in reducing the rate of bone loss. 64 By contrast, a review by Kawai et al 65 concluded that anti-TNFs were not effective in preventing bone loss in RA. Interestingly, data deriving from a recent meta-analysis on the effects of anti-TNFs on BMD in RA and AS trials 66 showed a significant improvement of both lumbar spine and hip BMD only in AS patients. Recent data deriving from clinical studies between 2005 and 2014 added evidence that TNF-α inhibitors are able to arrest systemic bone loss as assessed by BMD and BTMs in RA. 67 The beneficial effects of anti-TNFs against bone loss have been confirmed in other reviews. 62 ,68
iL-6 blockade
The IL-6 pathway is one of the major contributing factors to the disruption of bone metabolism in immuno-mediated inflammatory diseases.
59-61 IL-6 is a pleiotropic cytokine strongly connected to osteoclast physiology, as it interacts synergistically with IL-1 and TNF-α to promote the differentiation of osteoclast precursors (OCPs), to prolong the survival and increase the activity of mature osteoclasts. Moreover, this cytokine plays a critical role in the generation of proinflammatory TH17 cells, thereby enhancing IL-17 levels. 60 The effect of TCZ on BTMs has been investigated in some prospective studies of RA patients. A rapid and significant increase of bone-formation markers (BFMs) associated with a significant decrease of bone-resorption markers (BRMs) followed the initiation of TCZ combination therapy with MTX in 416 patients with active RA. 69 In addition, in the RADIATE study, TCZ-MTX treatment significantly decreased BRMs and increased BFMs, although not significantly, in RA patients. 70 A critical role of TCZ on bone metabolism was also suggested by a pilot study which, in a smaller sample of RA patients (22 women), documented that the IL-6 blockade increased the OPG/RANKL ratio and decreased DKK-1 levels after 2 months of treatment. 71 More recently, the effect of TCZ has been evaluated on BMD in patients with MTX-resistant active RA. 72 Interestingly, TCZ stably maintained the BMD in patients with normal baseline BMD and increased BMD in osteopenic patients at baseline. In contrast, a 1-year open prospective study in patients with active RA receiving TCZ and MTX did not show significant changes in BMD. 73 However, a significant decrease of serum levels of DKK-1 and a significant increase of BFMs were associated with TCZ-MTX treatment.
inhibition of B and T cells
Together with activated T cells, B cells highly express RANKL and IL-6, thereby contributing to osteoclastogenesis. 59 Moreover, B cells differentiate into plasma cells, which in turn inhibit bone formation through the expression of the DKK-1. 59 Clinical studies evaluating the effect of RTX on systemic bone loss are not available. Nevertheless, as a consequence of the critical role played by B cells on systemic bone homeostasis, it can be speculated that RTX can positively influence bone mass. 54 Boumans et al 74 showed that 12-month treatment with RTX was associated with an increased OPG/RANKL ratio in the serum of 28 RA patients. In contrast, in a prospective study with a follow-up of 15 months that evaluated 13 RA patients, a non-significant decrease of RANKL was observed after RTX treatment. 75 Wheater et al 76 documented a significant decrease of BRMs associated with a significant increase of BFMs after 6 months of treatment with RTX in 46 RA patients.
So far, there are no clinical studies with BMD and/or BTs as primary outcomes in RA patients treated with ABA. CTLA-4 is a T-cell-associated antigen which competes with CD28 to bind to CD80/CD86, which is a potent costimulatory signal for T cells and OCPs. 58, 61 In a model of TNF-α-induced arthritis, CTLA-4 dose-dependently and directly inhibited osteoclast differentiation and maturation by binding to their precursor cells. 77 Recently, Bozec et al 78 reported that the binding of CTLA-4 to CD80/86 in OCPs induced their apoptosis. Thus, these data may suggest that ABA could exert a beneficial effect on systemic bone loss.
60,67
Biologics and fractures
To date, the effect of biologics on fracture risk remains uncertain. Data from the CORRONA registry, which evaluated 11,429 RA patients treated with synthetic DMARDs or TNF-α inhibitors as monotherapy or synthetic DMARDs in combination with TNF-α inhibitors, showed a decrease in overall fracture risk associated with anti-TNF treatment when compared with other treatments. 79 In contrast, Kim et al 80 found a similar risk of non-vertebral fractures in RA patients treated with anti-TNFs as monotherapy or in combination with a synthetic DMARD, MTX alone, or another synthetic DMARD alone. Similar findings resulted from a nested casecontrol study of 1,515 RA patients treated with biologics, mostly anti-TNFs, and 6,023 controls. 81 Furthermore, the risk of combined non-vertebral fractures did not differ between initiators of a synthetic agent and an anti-TNF in a large retrospective cohort of patients with RA and spondyloarthritis. 
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Biologic personalization in RA Recently, three reviews which evaluated the anti-fracture activity of biologics, chiefly anti-TNFs, failed to demonstrate a clinically meaningful effect. 65, 67, 68 
Biologics and PD
The relationship between autoimmune rheumatic disorders and PD has been chiefly investigated in patients with RA with a focus on the epidemiology, pathogenic interplay, effect of coexisting PD on the clinical course of RA and response to biologic therapies, and the effects of biologics on PD.
Confirming previous reports, [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] in a case-control study of 287 patients with established RA, there was a higher frequency of PD as compared with 330 matched controls (35%; unadjusted OR 1.49; 95% CI 1.06, 2.11; P=0.02). The difference was more pronounced in anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPA)-positive cases (37%; unadjusted OR 1.65; 95% CI 1.15, 2.36; P=0.006). The association persisted significantly and more frequently after multivariate analysis adjustment in ACPA-positive patients (OR 1.59; 95% CI 1.01, 2.49; P=0.043).
90 Two large population-based studies confirmed these findings, 91, 92 whereas another largescale epidemiologic research study did not. 93 These conflicting results were observed in patients with longstanding RA, where two studies of new-onset RA confirmed the association with PD. 88, 94 The relationship between RA and PD seems to be strengthened by the circumstance that the two inflammatory conditions share increased TNF production. 95 Although controversial, these epidemiologic results suggest common pathogenic pathways between RA and PD; moreover, the role of the oral microbiome as a triggering factor for RA has been especially emphasized. 96, 97 In particular, a component of the oral microbiome -Porphyromonas gingivalis -seems to play an important pathogenic role in PD, ACPA production, and RA development. 98, 99 Mutual effects of biologic therapy and PD
The possible connection between the two inflammatory conditions seems to be confirmed by the negative influx on biologic therapy effectiveness exerted by coexistent PD in patients with RA. In a limited series of 18 RA patients with PD, a significant lower efficacy of anti-TNF therapy was observed in RA patients with PD; 100 furthermore, a significant association between the coexistence of PD and the risk of ETN discontinuation resulted in a large population-based cohort of 3,359 patients (HR 1.27; 95% CI 1.01, 1.60). 101 Conversely, several studies reported the beneficial effect of non-surgical PD treatment on RA severity. [102] [103] [104] [105] The effects of biologics on PD have been chiefly investigated in patients with RA receiving anti-TNFs. Overall, the majority of the studies evidenced a reduction of gingival inflammation with improvement of parameters of PD severity. [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] Furthermore, similar results were observed in patients with ankylosing spondylitis. 111 However, the strength of this evidence is limited by the open-label design of the studies and by the limited number of patients evaluated.
Fertility and sexuality in RA patients treated with biologics
Dealing with these topics implies a consideration of several aspects, including the role exerted by RA itself, the effects of biologic-combined therapies, and the direct effects of biologics. Although often less regarded, the fallout on patients' psychological status may be detrimental, especially if the RA-induced depressive condition in at least one third of the patients is taken in account. 112 With regard to fertility in RA as reported in other reports, 113 a recent study observed unexplained subfertility and anovulation in 48% and 28%, respectively, of 178 women. 114 Moreover, RA itself impairs the sexual function in up to 70% of women, 115 with a direct correlation with the disease activity. 116 Both fertility status and sexual function in males have been poorly investigated, with inconclusive results. However, reduced levels of testosterone have been detected in a low number of cohorts of males with RA. 117, 118 Even data on sexual function in males with RA are extremely limited, with erectile dysfunction being reported in ten (33%) out of 31 males in only one study. 117 Among the traditional immunosuppressants employed for the treatment of RA, sulfasalazine has been proven to impair fertility, 118 whereas data on MTX are unavailable. 119, 120 No impact on fertility has been reported for cyclosporine and azathioprine. 119 Anti-TNFs have been extensively investigated for use in pregnancy; however, to the best of our knowledge, studies to assess their effects on fertility and sexual function in patients with RA are lacking. Data from patients with ankylosing spondylitis indicate that anti-TNFs do not impair sperm quality and fertility 121 and may improve sexual dysfunction in males. 122 To date, no data on fertility and sexual dysfunction are available for non-anti-TNF-targeted biologics.
Discussion
Available recommendations for the management of patients with RA provide important indications for the appropriate use of biologics, their efficacy and safety, and correct patient 
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Niccoli et al follow-up. 123, 124 Similarly, systematic reviews and metaanalyses have been chiefly focused on the same topics. 125 However, the fallout on real-life clinical practice of the issues discussed in the present paper and the consequent management of patients have been rarely evaluated. In most cases, rheumatologists carefully address and measure the clinical response, but often neglect other patient characteristics that, in turn, may reduce or complicate the effects of therapeutic interventions.
As shown in Table 2 , the ITABIO task force has formulated several evidence-based statements useful for improving the outcome of patients with RA. 
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Biologic personalization in RA Focusing on immunogenicity, a consistent number of studies have evaluated the immune mechanisms and the effects on efficacy of anti-TNFs; however, in most cases, no suggestions for clinical practice were formulated. 122 In this regard, when anti-TNFs are indicated, Statement 1 suggests combination therapy with MTX; otherwise, non-anti-TNFs are preferable. In the case of anti-TNF secondary failure, switching to a non-anti-TNF is advisable. 127, 128 Statement 2 provides indications for the suspect and diagnosis of infections in patients receiving biologics, with the suggestion to treat patients with high infection risk with a non-anti-TNF biologic.
As indicated in statement 3, although LLS is infrequent, rheumatologists should be aware of the possible occurrence of this syndrome in a patient taking anti-TNFs who develops fever and skin and articular complaints associated with a positive ANA titer. After anti-TNF interruption, at LLS recovery, a non-anti-TNF-targeted biologic is advisable.
Statement 4 reflects the existing evidence, and the key message for clinicians is to drive the biologic choice toward an anti-TNF in the case of a female patient with adjunctive risk factors for osteoporosis.
As pointed out in Statement 5, the connection between PD and RA requires further investigation; nevertheless, rheumatologists should consider the periodontal status of the patient and motivate him/her to undergo appropriate dental care.
Finally, Statement 6 explores a delicate issue that, often, is omitted by the patient due to reserve or shame in discussing it. However, to provide complete assistance, rheumatologists should ask the patient about his/her limitations and counsel psychiatric support.
Conclusion
In a correct and complete evaluation of the patient with RA, the discussed issues are often disregarded in clinical practice; however, an "in toto" evaluation of all patient features may drive the choice of biologic therapy and improve the outcome. We believe that information summarized in this article would be useful to clinicians for a more comprehensive patient management.
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